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341 I! orth West End Ave.
Iancaster Pa.17603
Sect. 30, 1980

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Isuelear Reactor iiedulation
6ashington, D.C. 20555

Subject: Draf t EIS on TMI July 1980 I;URD C683
Locket No. 50-320
Public Coment

Gentlemen:

The following are comments on the draf t EIE on TLI.
Overall,the long complex document is very disappointina. On
tost of the issues which directly effect those of us who live
near the accident site, determinutions are put off, incomplete,
cannot be presently solved in a satisfactory manner or are un-
known. The conclusion after reading it aust be that the NRJ intends
to treat the cleanuu as only slightly more involved thun previous
ac;idents, to utilize cast methods of decontaminution although the
scale is vastly larger und longer and to ignore their own conclu-
sion that the island is comnletely inapuropriate as a waste site,
even a temporary one. There is no attached estimate of costs
which ignores the crucial point: isthismethodofelectricalge-
neration for commercial purposes rational? The potential health
effects are segmented into unrelated picces, so as to minimize
their effects when truly estimated over un area's total impact.
Tastly, a refusal to deal with the re-ooening of Unit One as re-
lated, and the question of the goal: deccmissioning or rectart,
takes the doeutent pointless and nopcar to be one long exercise
in redulatory obstruction.

Epecifies:

1. Although continually the uocunent stetes thtt tic site io not
approariete for a waste site, it will continue to be one for
en unknown amount of time.

Exemole: p. 3-32 Sec 3.2.3. , p. 2-2 E::e 2.0 among others
too nunarous to quote.

The EkJ hns continued to operate these plants without a solution
to the waste isaue. According to this uoeunent it will now ouerate
a to: jorary waste facility in violation of its cwn regulntions.
Si:, ite contains, and , vill contain in ever-increasing etomts
.s he resins accuaulate from EPIC 0a I, II and the SLS systems
uni pa nedium level and hi;h level waste which cannot be acceptedt

by any dump now operable.
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| On p. 2-17 Sec 2.2.3. the special nature of the wastes is noted
and we who live near it are told:

" special measures may have to be taken"

what measures? when? under what guidelines? to where? who pays for'
it?

n.2-14 Sec 2.2.2.:
.

...it was never unticipated that such wastes would be created."

Accordingly, the wastes resulting from Tk:1-2 cleanup will have
to be reviewed'on a cuse-by-case basis..." '

and how will we who live under their threat respond? do we review
each case? how will we know what is going on? if the decisions
are being influenced by cost considerations, how can that be stoppec

If the NRC feels that this type of proposal is a full environnentn1
impact statement of how to clean up Three a.ile Island, I am appalled
What we are being asked to accept is a blind faith judgement that
someday in the future, someone will decide on a case by case basis
what to do with the wuste. Trust them.

2. While we are waiting for this decision and the money to fininee
it and a location to which to take it, the resins, to pick one is u(
as an example, will be stored on the island, in the current de-
silting basin region. p. 10-19,20, Sec. 10.5

The document then discusses a EG or probable maximum flood, deter--
mined in some unspecified way but assunedly from the Agnes storm or
1972. A description of the casing of tne containers, lids etc. envu.
with estimates of how de.:p_ the auter will be and for how long.
It is confidently concluded that leakage is not possible in any
major way because: '

,
,

... the PMF would top the station dike for only four days...""

! n.10-20 Eec. 10.5.3.-
' '

i
.

'

and -

| ...There is no uriving force for release of radionuclides"

| except diffusion in: water, and that v. auld begin only when a
; continuous water path were available..."

p. 10-20 Eec. 10.5.3.
f
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For the NRC to base its storace planning on a theoreytical oro-
jection that any flood in the Susquahanna River will only cover
the resins for four days is incomprehensible. To then state th2t th<
only way leakage will oc::ur is if they are wrong, and a biccer floot
happens and provides the " continuous water path" boagles the sind.
If NRC has assurances from the forces which deter:rine wenther cycle.
that no bi aer flood will occur bety.cen now and when the wastes are6
stored in a " permanent neeP Geologiu repository", they should so

>

document. All available data fron otr.er sources suen as the
h'ational Flood Insurance Program is exactly contrary. The Eusqua-
hanna River is projected to be subject to greater and increasing
floodina problems in the future, uue to incr9'bes in imperscable
surfaces such as parking area construction due to greater develon-
mental density in the region. Lanc:: ter County has numerous wet rsht
studies underway now to diminish the floodina problems already
related to growth. If it in r,et i rta thet t he rN c'; fIcdIns . v
bleer ace en the inercuse, then why aid the Pennsylvania vtute ieci:
lature pass last session Act 282 specifically demanding each county
develop storm water menacenect regulntions to deal with the is.ue?
Are they to be designated as "rhobic", or unduly concerned with ti.e
"what ifs" instead of the realities of t. situation, as the document
refers to those who continue to show signs of stress related tocleanuo? <

To store wastes of this natuiu at tnis site at all involves jeonar-
dizing the safety of the largest fresh water estuary on the Eastern
seaboard. It is unconscionable, and should be rejected by the
Commisnion outright. Unfortunately, due to previous drievous errors
in judgement by the same Commission, they are between the devil :.n<i
a hard place. They have developed tnis inaustry without planning foithe waste. They have no where to ut it. This h15 new documents thirfor all time if that were renlly nezaca.

g

3. Cumulative health effects. Because of two factors there is no
easily comprehensible way to cen1 with this date as presented in the3

EIS. All the numbers are projeetions, not censurenents, and these
are currently under challenne by the lieidelberg de, ort end otherstudies as well as serious questions about the " safety" of the
current, standards. Funding for research is so noor that health
data on the effects of tritium, for one, do not exist. Constant
demands for nore resear.ch on low level radiation by such pa.ople as
Dr. Arthur C. Upton of National Cancer Institute have fallen on
a deaf Congress, pressured by the nuclear lobby to proceed withthe business of profituof " natural back round"ble opera: ion. In the EIS

,

the definitioni
clearly reveals the shabby state ofd
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uffairs.

" ' Natural Background' should be interpreted to mean normal
Background, iricluding the ef fects of fallout from past nucle
weapons detonations and the nuclear fuel cycle.."

u. 3-15 Sec. 3.1.4.3.
To begin one's measurements of health effects in an already " dirty"
system by stating that " dirty" is clean stretches the mind's credu-
lity. ',iould it not be more valid to assume the approach that
BECAUSE irreversible damage had already been done, MORE care
and smaller iBrements are needed to be deposited into the environ-
rent? The EIS'looks at each proposed increase in environmental' load
senara/tely, one at a time: speaks of its compliance with the
standard as if there was no contamin)ed bottom line but a bald slatr
Ignored are other sources of pollution, other radiation producers
such as hospitals, other plants und facilities on the same river.
The _ fact is stated that the river is already out of compliance with
safety standards in iron and sulfur content frequently: how does
C134& 0137 bind to these constituents? Why does the NRC believe it
operates in a vacuum: that the same individual down river whose syst.
is already insulted by a variety of other burdens can without effect
absorb more? Based on what thirty year data are such estimates being
made? Where are these " funny numbers" coming from? Some disinterestc
qualified academic center with independent funding or Argonne-
Iaboratories?

The fragile egreement reached by the City of Lancaster with F.R
is shredded by an infinity of "if aoproved" phrases concerning the
eventual aisposal of the partially filtered wcter into the river.
Y.e will- rapidly be drinking huge amounts of Tritium, and other
isotopes 'or pay for our own replacement sources. Chesapeake Bay
will be the cesspool of the cleanup by regulation.

This EIS is a depressing illehal parody of the intention of the
law which required its deve'lopment. It is to be hoped it will be
summarily rejected by the NRC, and those who developed it removed f:
the staff. If it is accepted / let the Commission members know
that the families of those who' live nour this plant will someday ca:
them to account for their actions.

Sincerely yours > .
i,

||hi!.lil SkIiWbk -. '

Walden S..Randall
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